HERTER'S

SINCE 1893
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS

1979 - CATALOG NO. 89
$1.00

THE NEW FOUR SEASON LOOK
WHERE OUTDOOR ADVENTURE BEGINS

THE AUTHENTIC WORLD SOURCE FOR FISHERMAN, HUNTERS,
GUIDES, GUNSMITHS, TACKLEMakers, FOREST RANGERS,
COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN, TRAPPERS, EXPLORERS, EXPEDITIONS, BACKPACKERS

HERTER'S MAIL ORDER CENTER: RR 1, WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093
HERTER'S RETAIL OUTLETS TO SERVE YOU:
Waseca, Minnesota 56093 - Glenwood, Minnesota 56334 - Crystal, Minnesota 55428
Mitchell, South Dakota 57301 - Beaver Dam, Wisconsin 53916 - Olympia, Washington 98506
HERTER'S BULL COOK KNIFE
(1) Chrona Plus carbon steel. Blade is 4" long and hand ground to a double taper. Overall length is 8¼". Weighs 3 ozs. Comes complete with the famous Bull Cook Recipe and Practices booklet.
X320016 Knife, sheath & book $6.99

HERTER'S IMPROVED BOWIE KNIFE
(2) Our Bowie knife is the proper length for easy carrying on your belt. Overall length 10¼", blade 5¼". Made of high carbon steel. Although designed just for the woodsman is welcome in any lady's kitchen.
Improved Bowie knife comes with a free booklet of condensed information for professional guides.
X320013 Knife, sheath & book $7.99

GEORGE L. HERTER KNIFE
(3) Made of Chrona plus carbon steel. The handle is made of African tigerwood.
It is a fabulous knife for all camp work, cleaning fish, deer, bear, camp birds, etc. In your cabin or home kitchen it is a great knife. Overall length 8½", blade is 4½".
X320009 Knife, sheath & book $8.99

HERTER'S CROOKED KNIFE
(4) Canadian Indians call this the "crooked knife". Practically every Indian and Eskimo has one.
Our knife is hand forged of the finest carbon surgical steel. Blade is 6" long with a 2" upsweep. Overall length is 11". Handle is triple riveted African tigerwood.
Herter's World Famous Professional Guides book included.
X320034 Knife, sheath & book $8.99

HERTER'S CUTLERY SET
(5) Heavy duty stainless steel which cannot be bent. Pieces fit together into a plastic case 2" wide and only 7" long.
No. Per Set 3 Sets
A320082 $1.49 $4.29

HERTER'S BULL COOK KNIFE
(6) Great kitchen and camp timesaver. Blade is made of finest stainless steel with a serrated permanently sharp cutting edge. Imported rosewood handle.
A340027 ....... $3.29

KITCHEN AND GAME SHEARS
(7) Finest tool steel, chrome plated. For cutting legs and wings from ducks, pheasants, doves, quail, partridge and chickens, trimming off fins of fish, cutting off squirrel and rabbit feet.
Comes apart in a second, for cleaning, split stud lock feature.
A340026 ....... $4.49

PARING KNIFE
(8) This handy kitchen and camper paring knife will do nearly everything from peeling and dicing to cutting meat. Stainless steel blade is guaranteed to keep its keen perfect edge for five years without resharpening, if for cutting only. The last paring knife you will have to buy.
A320033 ....... $2.99

HERTER'S MEAT TENDERIZER
(9) Made of solid rust-proof metal. Teeth are pointed and deep. Makes low price economy and range beef grades as tender as U.S. Choice. Makes deer meat of any kind tender.
A340031 ....... $2.49

FRENCH CANADIAN SPATULA
(10) Made of heavy stainless steel with rosewood handles riveted on with two nickel silver rivets. Comes with a cookbook of old historical recipes found in no other cookbook.
X340028 Spatula & book ........ $4.29

HERTER'S SANDWICH SPREADER
(6) Great kitchen and camp timesaver. Blade is made of finest stainless steel with a serrated permanently sharp cutting edge. Imported rosewood handle.
A340027 ....... $3.29